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United Press

Jersey Heifers-Sale
For junior,Farmers
Draws Many Bidders
Mayfield Jersey
Brings Top Price
Selling at $480

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, April 27, 1948

Outstanding--

oir To Sing Here

x

Standard Printing Co.
220-230 S. First St.
Zone 2

MURRAY POPULATION

e

v 01. AIX.; No. 268

Community Hospital.

To Observe First
Hospital Day May.

*GUARDSMEN ON
ACTIVE DUTY TO
BENEFIT BY ARC

The Kentucky Jersey Cattle
Club Consignment Sale of Jersey
heifers for 4-H and FFA members

Red Cross services will be exheld at Murray Saturday was re- tended to members of the National
active duty or in
ceived with great interest on the Guard while on
training under federal auspices, it
Breeders.
part of the young Jersey
was announced today at the Red
Twenty-two Jersey heifers sold Cross National Headquarters. Their
for a total of $5700 or an average dependents will also be eligible
of $25909 each.
for chapter Home Service the same
Dr. J. C. Melvin, Route 1, May- as .dependents of other members
field, Kentucky topped the sale of the armed forces.
with Faith Observer Dust of Gold
'
Red Cross services will be pro'
163.8444 at $480. This beautiful
vided mainly during the National
senior calf was purchased by Miss
Guard jgdinmer encampment periPamela Harrison of Farmington.
ods between June 1 and SeptemThe choir from the School of Church Music of the Southern, Baptist Theological Serniniry. Louisville.
Kentucky. a member of the Graves
ber 15 when nearly .250.000 truops,
County 4-H Club.
Ky., under the direction of Donald Winters, will sing a service of sacred music in Murray on May 10 at the
according to the Department of
Murray State College sold Murthe Army, will be on 'field maneu- First Baptist Church, at 7:30 p.m. The appearance of the choir in Murray is being sponsored by the First Bapray Roy5I Design Lass-I620195 for
vers at various army 'and state tist Church. the Memorial Baptist Church. and the Baptist Student Union of Murray State College.
$375 to take second high money.
field installations.
Felix E. Darnell of Lynn Grove
Included in services the Red
FFA Chapter was the high bidder_
The Purchase Pennyroyal. and Cross Provides for members of
Mammoth Cave parishes of the the armed forces: emergency comKentucky Jersey Cattle Club con- munication and guidance on
Signed heifers for this sale The sonal and family problems; verisale was held at the Planters Loose fication of the need for emergency
Leaf Floor at Murray Bud Green- leaves: financial assistance ori a
up of Versailles. Kentucky was the basis of need; health and welfare
Dr. James C. Hart has recently
reports; and supplementary recrea- become associated with the HousD ROIT, April 27 (UP)-Willauctioneer.
tion
assistance
to
military
Special
tarn . Knudsen, 69, an automotive
Twenty-five per cent of the reton McDevitt Clinic' as a director
ry pioneer, former president
ind
and will occupy an office on the
ceipts of the sale will be retained Services.
eral Motors Corporation and
of
by the Kentucky Jersey Cattle
first floor as an eye, ear, nose and
wartime production chief for the
throat specialist, Dr. Hugh Houston,
Club for promotional work.
--The_ twenty-two heifers were
director of the clinic, announced
Army died quietly in his home to-distributed as follows: Calloway
today.
day.
County FFA Chapter bought 9
Kwastsen. who won tame first as
Dr. Hart was born in Murray in
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- 1920. He graduated from Murray
head.. Gravel County Keret'
a iMuction genius for the Ford
YARDS, 111. April 27 (UPIKentucky FFA Chapters bou
Motor comparly and later as the
High School in 1937 and captained
head. Graves County' Kentucky (USDA)- Livestock:
power behind the Chess:eat divithe basketall tell duffing his
4-H Club bought 5 head. ChristHogs 13.500; all delablee. Market senior year. '
sion of GM, had been ill for about
ian County Kentucky 4-H Club I fairly active 170 lbe up. 50 to 75c
18 months and much of that time
He received an A. B. degree
head. and Butler County Kentuc- lower; light weights 75 to $1 lower;
had been bedridden.
from Murray State College in 1941.
ky 4-H Club bought 1 head
sews 75c lower. Bulk good and During his junior year he was a
- Mrs.. Clara Elizabeth Knudsen.
A. Carman. Secretary of the choice 170 to 230 lbs 21.50 to 21 75;
his wife, and their three childrepmember of the championship KIAC
Cattle
Jersey
Parish
Purchase
230 to 240 lbs 21 to 21.50; 240 to swimming team.
Semon E. Knudsen. Mrs. Hobert
Manaizer.
•-"lub, acted as Sales
270 lbs 19 50 to 21: few 21.25; 270
C. Vander Kloor, Mrs. John StewDr. Hart received his M.D. deto 300 lbs 18 25 to 1950;.
300 te 360
ehson and Mrs. Martha E. McKengree from the University of Louislbs. 17 to 18.50; 130 td 150 lbs
ney were at the bedside They ha
ville Medical School in 1944. He
18 50 to 21, 100 to 120 lbs 15.50 to
been summoned at midnight.
honoran
0.
A.
A.
to
elected
was
18; sows 450 lbs down. 1550 to 16,
Knudsen overtaxed . his strength
ary medical scholastic fraternity.
over 450 lbs 14.50 to 15.25. Stags
the closing montheof the war
in
campus
an
all
Phi,
Kappa
and Phi
CHICAGO, April 27 (UPI-Pro11.50 to 14.
long hours of directing the
by
graduation.
fraternity,
on
scholastic
duee:
Dr. James C. Hart
army's gigantic flow of materiel
Cattle 3.400; salable 3,000; calves He was a member of the Phi Chi
PouTtry: 20 trucks, the market
and bystrips to the fighting fronts
weak Leghorn hens 27. colored 2.000, all salable Market fairly ac- social fraternity.
information on perAfter .his discharge from the for first-hand
fryers 42, white rock fryers 45, tive and fully steady to strong;
He completed his interuship at
formance of army 'equipment. He
ducks 35, ducklings 35. light ducks low top good and low choice steers the Louisville General Hospital. in" army, Dr. Hart performed graduaarmy in 1945.
• '050' a few medium fleshed steers eluding 12 months rotating and tion work in the eye, ear,.nose left the
25.
Funeral services will be held
Butter: ,521.364 pounds the mar- 27.75 to 27.50; good and choice I nine months of general surgery. and throat department of the Duke
at 2 p.m. Thursday at' the Epiket nervous. 93 score 77. 92 score heifers and mixed yearlings 27.50'During part of his surgical service University Hospital at Durham,
phany Lutheran church, with the
No.
Car.
'common
and
medium
to
31,
with
Baptist
score
Kentucky
90
carlots
at
the
1-2.
was
he
77. 90 score 76
F.. T. Bernthal officiating.
Rev.
cows
2650;
head
good
odd
22
to.
Dr.
Hospital.
Hart
expects
to
begin his
77, 89 scare 76.
will be in Acacia cemetery.
Burial
medium
beef
the
common
and
member
of
24.25;
was
a
mixDr.
Hart
practice
at
the Houston-McDevitt
Eggs: (Browns and whites
10 A. M. Thursday, the
Until
canners
and
cutbeing
50
to
23;
four_
years.
Clinic
armed forces for
on May 1, as the third gened 54.519 cases, the market unset- cows 19
will
lie in state in the chapel
body
the
rank
strong
to
25c
1947
with
discharged in
erations of Harts to practice meditled Extras 70 to HO per cent .fi ters 15 to 19; bulls
of the William R. Hamilton Corn45 1-2 to 46 1-2. extras 60 to 70 per higner, with medium to good sau- of captain. One of his assignments eine in Murray_ He is the son of
pany's funeral parlor.
cent A 44 to 441-2. standeeds 41 1-2 sage bulls. largely 23 to 24.25: odd included 18 months as chief of the Dt,,, P. A. Hart. He is married to
to 42 1-2. current receipts 41, head 24 50.'s.Vealers 1 50 lower eye, ear, nose and threat clinic at the 'former Elizabeth Rhea Finney,
Fort Knox, Ky.
daughter of Mrs. W. H. Finney of
good and choice 26 to 31;
checks 37.
Murray.

HOUSE AND SENATE Small Gifts Shower, Open
PUTS ON DRAFT, House included OiProgràrn
UMT "BLEND" BILL

Dr. James Hart To Be WILLIAM KNUDSEN
-DIES AT DETROIT
Specialist At Clinic
HOME TODAY

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

Exclusive Interview With Premier De
Gasperi Reveals Need For U. S. Help
Seccindly, the
non-Communist
Editor's Note-Italian Premier Al.. pean Union.
Gasperi out- political parties will continue their
ride Be Gasperi has, disclosed MI Premier Alcide De
two aims to the United already effective policy of whittlan exclusive interview with Hugh lined these
inter- ing away at Communist strength
Bantle, president of the United; Press in his first exclusive
Christian in the big labor and partisan orPress, that he expects Commun- view since he led his
smashing ganizations.
ism to continue as an important Democratic party to a
Com-j Thirdly. peace -ffeaty revision
factor in his country because of election victory over the
is essential to give Italy full parithe party's strong internal ma. munist front.
Despite the
victory, he said. ty with other nations, enable her
chinery. He told Retitle that his
will, continue as an Ars deiend herself, restore her incountry needs four full years of Communism
latent-1n- - Italy "be- ffuence in the colonies and perMarshall Plan assistance to keep important
cause the party internal machinery mit her full participation in the
her Communists on the run.
Western European Union.
is an iron one."
to
consultant
Bodine served as
-Speak as littligoleis possible of
"The Communist front gre. 8,000,at
delegation
the United States
000 votes and many
votes are war." De Gasper said. "It is not
conGeneva
the recent completed
always a danger." De Gasperi said. Approaching. I don't think it will
ference OA freedom of the press. "But we are working to
convert soon."
Rome
From Geneva he went to
them."
Sitting at ease behind the carved
to supervise United Press coverage
In connection with reducing Com- oak refectory table which is his
of tt,e Italian elections and has munist strength De
Gasperi also desk in the Viminale Palace, De
Just obtained the following ex- said:
Gasperi spoke earnestly and' with
clusive interview.
"You can be surit the money the commanding self assurance.
He
of
series
This is another In a
American taxpayer/ is spending was tired and suffering from a
by
obtained
interviews
here will not be wasted."
notable
cold, but he was obviously a happy
Reline. Others Included General
The 67-year-old Prime Minister, man.
Douglas MacArthur. Generalissimo whose electoral victory made him
Joking about his recent stressua
Chiang Kai-Shek. Premier Josef indisputable leader in Italy and a ous campaign in which ,he made
Stalin by ('able) and Emperior leading contender for the biggest 52 speeches in less
than one
Hirohito.
man in Western Europe, spoke month, he said:
for 50 minutes on the post-election
yoti in
better than
"We did
Rv HUGH BAILLIE
outlook for his country. He made America thought we would, didn't
President of the United Press
these main points:
we"- He added:
(World Conyright by U. P.)
"The key to my campaign was
Firstly, the Italian government's
ROME, April 26 (UP)-Italy own program for land and social my aggressive attack aglrinst the
revived
needs the entire four years of refman
and
ecOnomy, cominform. Such an attack Was
the Marshall Plan to keep her which are the greatest faclors in unprecedented for a, Prime MinCommunist ister of Italy. It surprised those
Communists on the 'run, and re- further reducing
,. 'SIM) of her peace treaty to play strength, is based squarely on the who did not know my earlier
a full * part in the Western Euro- Marshall Plan.
(Contintied on Pate 3)

THEY'RE DRY SHOWERS
KENTUCKY: A few
scattered
showers today and Wednesday.
continued warm and humid.

FIFTH DISTRICT
NURSES TO HOLD
DINNER MEET HERE

The Fifth District Nurses Association wilt hold a dinner meeting
• at the Woman's Club House in Murray Thursday, May 4. at 6:30 p. m.
The guest speaker will. be Miss
Sprague. executive
hlarian
B.
secretary of the Kentucky State
and Mrs. William Barnett. Association of Registered Nurses.
I. boy, Billy Lee, April 21
Mrs. Lucille Ross of Murray
and Mrs. James R. Fowler Hospital .is taking reservations. It
5, bey, Donald Lynn. April has been requested that all reservations be in by May 1.

Births it,

Mr.
Route
Mr.
Route

19.

- test Announced By
Con
LocalChapter U.D.Of C.
The J. N. Williams Chapter.
S. It should. be written in ink or
.United Daughters of Confederacf.'
Murray is offering cash prizes to
6. It should be double-spaced.
four high school students residing
7 It should have the name and
in Calloway County. Fifteen dol- grade of the school with the name
lars Will be offered to the four best of the writer on the first page in
essays written on a Coniedetate the upper right hand corner.
subject aceorang to Mrs. W. P.
8. The paper should not exceed
Williams. president of the local 1500 words in length.
chapter.
9. A
bibliography of reference
The rules for the contest are as material used should. be written on
follows:
the last page
1. Subject for Senior High School
10. The last date for sending in
students: "Southern Confederate manuscripts is May 15.
Memorials",
11. Prizes in senior high school
2. Subject for Junior High School are 1st, 5500: 2nd. $2.50. Prizes in
students: "Life on the Southern junior high school are: 1st. $5.00,
Plantation During the Civil War". 2nd, $2.50
3. This essay contest is open to
12. Manuscripts should be sent to
any student in junior or senior, Mrs, George Hart, 304, North Fourthhigh schqol in thie 'county. '
street. Murray. Ky.
4. The essay should be written on
The winners of the contest will
manuscript paper.
be announced at the May meeting.
-

Hospital Day will be observed •-t
Murray Hospital Wednesday. May
12, Carmon Graham, administrator,
announced today.
The main feature of the day will
be a hospital shower sponsored by
13 womerlss clubs of Callowaa'
County, exclusive of church groups.
Miss Mayrell. Johnson, president
of the Murray Woman's Club and
professalr of political, science at'
Murray State College, has been selected to head the committee in
charge of the Hospital Day o6servance.

tality and Registry of guests, Mrs.
Elmus BeThe,
Decorations,
Mrs. James Overby; V.ntertainment
and Program, Miss Lula Clayton
Beale, A.A.U.W.: Publicity and
Public Relations, Carmon M. Graham.

Vi•ASHINGTTN, April 27. UP The house end senate armed services committees split today on a
proposal to combine the draft and
universal military training:
The senate group voted to go
Murray Hospital belongs to the
to work on a "blend" bill. Under
people of this vicinity. Mr. Graham
it. 161,060 youths 18 through 19 1-2
pointed out. and everyone is urged
would be drafted for 12 months of
military training in this country.
to participate in making Hospital
And 190.000 men between 19 1-2
Day a success.
and 25 would be drafted for twoHospital Day had its beginning
year terms of regular army seron May 12, 1921, in honor of the
vice at home or overseas.
birthday of Florence Nightingale.
Although the complete program
The movenipirifirted in the United
But the house armed services
for the day has not been determinStates and since then has spread
committee balked at this approach.
ed as yet, said Miss Johnson, the
to all. parts of the world.
Chairman Walter G. Andrews said
hospital will be open for inspecMiss Nightingale was the mother
his group decided' that a UNITtion'from the hours of 2:00 to 5:00
of modern nursing. Her ,contribudraft combination was "out of the in the
afternoon. Shower gifts will
tion to the world may be expressed
question." The house__committee be received on the
first floor;-ivestwill go ahead with its own mea- wing. A list of appropriate gifts in the following quotations: "The
sure- a 19-through-25 draft but will be published in the near fu- Angel of Crimea" and the "Lady
with the Lamp"
no UMT.
ture.
•
developments _wrecked
These
Representatives of women's ororiginal administration hopes for ganizations in Murray and Calloa seperate UMT. The senate com- way County met at the Murray
promise Aas proposed by Army Hospital last month to make initial
Secretary Kenerh C. Royell, speak- plans for the observance of Hosing for all three services.
pital Day. Each representative was
With the senate in recess until asked to relay to her respective orJoe T. -Lovett, fofmer publisher
tomorrow and the house occupied ganiaztion the general plans dis- of the' Ledger and Times was a
with rquUne matters, other con- cussed and ask for cooperation and visitor in the City of Murray yesterassistance in making this day a suc- day. Pfe`Plans f'6 be here only two
graesional matters included:
or three days renewing many
Federal Security-The house ap- cess.
Chairmen of the special commit- friendships and acquaintances,
propriations committee voted $969.Joe, as he is known over the state
050,000 for the federal security ad- tees for the day were appointed as
Receipt of Gifts. Mrs. of Kentucky, has recuperated from
ministration in the year starting. follows:
Hillman
Thurman,
Business
a
and
recent illness, and seems to be in
July 1. But it ruled that none of
the money could go for pay of Professional Women's Club: Hospi- excellent health.
any employes belonging to a union
whose officers have not filed antiCommuns• affidavits under the
aft-Hartley Vet.
Unfit-Chairman John Tabor Sof
the house appropriations committee
said the state department has men
running its loyalty check "who are
not fitted for their jobs and who
are not protecting the interests of
this country in these critical days."
Taber said his commttee focused .Murray's first inter-school debete audience will decide the winners of
attention nearly a month ago on since the war will be held at. the the debate. Although this method
is not often used in collegiate dethe "the. numerous subversive el- Little Chapel on Murray
State
bating it has proven more popular
elnents at work within the departcampus at 7:30 Wednesday even- with the
audience. said Professor
ment." But "little or nothing" has
Tracy, instructor of speech and debeen done to correct the situation. ing.
Emmet1 Burkeen and Ed Norris bating coach at. Murray State ColHe said.
•
"High Crimes"-Sen. ,Sheridan will uphold the negative side of the lege. ,
This will be the first and only
Downey, D., Calif., said :interior question, "Resolved That a Federal
department and reclamation of- World Government Should Be Es- inter-school debate on
Murray's
ficials have committed many "high tablished for Murray State College. campus this year. The
Murray
crimes and misdemeanors" which Opposing them on the affirmative team debated at Nashville earlier
should get them impeached. He side Cf the issue will be a team from this month.
During the afternoon three other
said that, for one thing, they have Austin Peay State College in Clarks,Murray teams will hold practice dewaged a c„ampaign of "dishonest ville, Tenn.
publicity" about the General Val- • The cross examination technique bates before various groups of the
ley Power and Irregatiori project of debating will be Used and the student body
in California. They "wasted many
millions of dollars" in the campaign and "repeatedly violated"
laws banning lobbying by federsal
employes Downey long has been
waging a campaign against interior
department managment of the central valley project.
CHICAGO. April 27 (UP -Union representatives resumed negotiaHealth Problem-Dr. William C.
Menninger of Topeka, Kan., one of tions with .the nation's' railroads today with the, threat of a nation-wide
the nation's outstanding Psychiat- strike in the balance.
rists, said a large percentage of
J. P..Shields. vice president'of the Vrotherhood of Locomotive Enthe population is suffering "men- gineers, said he did not believe' negotiations
would "continue beyond
tal ill health- brought on by the
war. He told a house appropriaThe three brotherhood, involved en the strike threat represent 150.tions subcommittee that this is one
000 engineers, firemen and rWitchrYien. who could halt almost an freight
of the country's most serious health problems. The 625.000 patients and passenger traffic if they struck.
Shields indicated, however, that the unions probably will not set a
in state mental hospitals, he said,
represent'only one or two per cent strike date immediately.
of the number of people who ought
to have psychiatric help.
Line-Rep. Chester H. Merrow,
R.. N. H., urged congress to esJERUSALEM. April 27 4UPY-;-Atab forces appeared to be convergtablish a line across which Russia
could not move "without encount- ing today in Palestine for a show-down battle for the Holy Land.
R6pcirts film Capitals of stirrOunding Arab States left no doubt that
ering the Tull force and power of
the United States." He included organized forces-in contrast to the Arab volunteers who have come into
strategic
points Russia Palestine previously--were on the move.
among
should be kept awoy from: -Gib-1*,_British statement denied knowledge of reports that King Abdullah
ratter, approaches to the Atlantic, of Trans-Jordan had begun an invasion
of the Holy Land. but admitted'
western Europe. the Dardanelles,
the presence of Trans-Jordan troops in the strife-torn nation.
Greece, Turkey and the near east,
the Persian Gulf, China, and the
Pacific islands.
Preventive---The house appropriLAKE SUCCESS, N V. April 27 ((Mos-The Jewish Agency said
ations committee approved a $1.000.000 fund for teaching dentists today that the United Nations would be compelled to rake "firm actioni'
and public health personnel how if,King Abdullah of Trans-Jordan invades as threatened.
to use sodium fluoride in treatMoshe Shertok, political chief Of the Jewish Agency, told the United'
ments. The chenticat is a decay
Nations' 58-nation political committee of the General Assembly that the
preventive.
first wave of Arab aggression had been broken by Jewish fighters.
Meanwhile, it began to look as
He said the Arttha planned a serond wave. spearheaded by Transthough house wives may hit a
jackpot in the drive to repeal oleo- Jordan, and that "it depends largely on international reaction whether
the second wave will begin."
margarine taxes.

Joe T. Lovett
Visits In Murray

Murray College Debaters
To Meet Tennessee Team

Internaho' nal Situation in Brief
Railroad Union Resumes Negotiations

Arab Forces Preparing For Show-Down Battle

Invasion Will Bring U. N. Action
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SUI3SCRI!PTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per
50, elsemonth, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year,
•
where $5.50.
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THE LEDGER St TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NATIONAL BEPRESENTATIVELAYALLAMMTMEK Cfl.aqa.
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New Y.ork: WI N. Michigan
Ave. Chicago; sO Boylston St. Boston.

•SSOCIATION
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the hditor
Sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
al our readers.

HOLLAND'S QUEEN—First
photo received here from
Amsterdam shows Her
Majesty Queen Wilhelmina
at ceremonies dedicating
Holland's National War
Memorial opposite the Royal
Palace. All Holland is celebrating the Queen's Sath
Jubilee as soverign of Tile
Netherlands t„his year. and
she is hale and hearty. .

Tuesday Afternoon, April 27, 1948

Farmer Cooperatives Expanding In
Purchasing Operations ,Survey Shows
Approximately a: -fourth of all fetSrt handling expenses.. In the
farmer 'cooperative - activities in first irlstance. the - patror.age.rrmarketing and purchasing are in funde usually will be greater. In
the latter field: It is in this field either ease, the cooperatives mainof purchasing operations that co- tain that the refunds below; to the
operative activities on ths part of patron, and do not constitute infarmers Coe country over ore ex- come to the cooperative TO date
panding 1710152 rapidly at the present this viewpoint has naan
time Two or three important fac- by the rulings of' the Treasury betors are responsible for this First. partment. as well as" by numerous
the business . of farming is beaom- court decisions.
ing increasingl) expensive with increased mechanization and as the
farmer of today must spend more
and more of his total income for
improved feeds seeds. fertilizers
etc which formerly did not involvi
out-of-pocket expense Second. in
many instances farmers' owing
AKRON, . 0. April 27. 'VP,—
marketing cooperatives have wareone of
houses and ther facilities which Doctors disclosed todav that
"painless- babies
are used for onl, a.short Period of the vCoricts. few
Observation in
time during,the year. They have is being held for
found it reduces or spread:: their_o_ itdreres hospital here; radt 'Beverly
-The year-o15'
overhead expenses and
enables
them to provide year round em- Smith, has never in her life felt
likely to. doctors
ployment- to key employees by tak- pain and is not
'say. She cries when ehr ts• hungry
m2 on "Purchasing amiriees which
extend throughout the year. Also. or angry. but nef.er because of a
hurt.
as the Jaren cooperatives have prophysicians
Childrer.'s .Hospital
ceeded 4; development of cooperative. vi•holeiale services and- manu- said the baby does not have a
facturing facihties for feed, fertiliz-' disease' but a toittlition .descetbed
erg. eta the economies realized in as -a state of inaLference to intho various steps babe been re- jury of congenital origin." Only
flected in lower pricoc of cash sae- four or flee other childreee in the
have ever -been--bornMIK to the farr,w+so-psi
•
way. doctors believe.—
local purchasing cooperetive
A resident physician described
Basically. farmers use thea purchasing cooperatives to obtain pro- bee itionitition as "a developrr.en;al defect, not a disease. But it
duction supplies at the lowest posshas no remedy.'
ible cast The farmer uses his pur,
urail the biby. appeared
--chasing 000peranees to bey for him
anemic did her mother. 'Mrs. .Vierather than to sell to him. "tor Smith. take the infant to the
Be:ause of the or.possibility of hospital where the ...truth wos reaccurately forecasting
operating vealed
costa. and because it is easier to
Before thatMrs Smith had marmake refunds than collect aimless- veled at the way, Beverly first
menu purchasing cooperatives all bumped her head on the floor at
follow tho practice of 'charging 'the age 'of six months• without
their patrons more than the antici- seeming to mind at all Later. Mrs.
pated costs, and later .returning the Smith said. -he laid her little
overcharge, thereby adjusting prices hand on a hot stove. She didn't
,to an actual cost basis
Cl')' then either. the just- looked
These 'overages or -patronage at me and laughed.
refunds". as they are frequently
"Finally sra- got more-- tramps
called may be paid -in cash—or in and bruises it over 'arid I took
stock or Lithe:. evidence of increased her to four different physicians.
ownership in the cooperative Such They said it might be just habit,
decisions are made by the farmer but they were as be:soldered as I"
In the hospital the oaby was
members serving orolbe board or directors of the cooperative.. If Ow given., a deep injection Of liver for
is retained by the cooperative her anems, usualee-a - very painfor'-ao peptic' of 'lure. usually the ful procedure, but she "never
sitocks
other certificates beer in- even yipped."
Today 'the infant's head *Lai ra
terest
until redeemed in
swollen from bumpse.on the side
cash at lice Wlise.
Strikingly difieriTt idea* as to of her crib and nurses have -hall
otect her,, .
"mark-up- are in
by 'tome of to hang pads up to PrMrs Smith has one other
the more niccessful_pur,
s rig eoBarbara.
3,
who is perfectly noroperatiees 'Some follow the
Ifey
mal. •
of sticeing to prevailing prices
the community 'in Which the cooperative operates
Others, apvision effectiveness of
parently equally successful. follow Navy
los during the war was
-the policy of adding only enough increased
much as 100 per. cent
mark-up to cover anticipated local in a 14 hour'etkirse of instruction.
_ass_
eso

"Painless" Baby
BeinR Held For
Observation

I

"JOE BEAVER"

reetod to the WAA Customer _Sere...lee Ceqter. 704 Race Street, Cho.
cinnati,
.The WAA Cystorner Service Center, 1928 East Tiiiiteentte Street,
Cleveland. is conducting two sealed
bid sales. One for industrial heattreating furnaces and components
which closes April 2$: the other for
metal-cutting, testing and forming
machinery, attachments and accessories which closes May 12.
&Ritter olso. announced the following spot bid sales for veterans
sif World War II only:
- The-WAA WarehOuse N7)78, 6200'
Riverside Driye. Cleveland, will
conduct a $3.500.000 sale of material and equipment ranging from
auto parts an daccessories to wiping
rags. on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 28 and 29_ Inspection may
be made April 26 and 27.
The WAA Warehouse No. 33,
Massillon Raad. Akron. Ohio, will
offer over 32.000,000 worth of mm;,tens! and equipment including
cafeteria tables and chairs, wheelbarrows, portable tools, textiles,
electrical appliances, and housewares on Friday, Aprit'30. Inspection of property in tins sale Mile'be
made Monday, April 26.
Both the Cleveland and Akron
aides will start at 9:30 a.m. iEDSTe

Instructions to gardeners on the from a tablespoonful to a pint. The
seed packet sometimes ready Sew in latter Ilea\ dose is recommended be
hills. Unless sou lise in a section of southern watermelon experts, for hills
excessi‘-e rainfall, this does not mean in which this crop is sown. Mix
in -elevated mounds; it may even the plant food thoroughly and carver
nw an a hollow.
it with fresh soil, almost filling the
Hills are points, and distinguished hole; then sow the seed and cover
from drills, tchieli are rou•s. Plants with light soil, which can be depended
sown in hills are usually either vines, upon nit to form a crust before the
ST Lair bushes, uhuh
need so much seials have sprouted.
-room in the row tin-) caring be SI AVI1
When the seeds sprout thee should
in drills. For example, cucumbers, Lie thinned out- to the required "numincicins. squash. sweet corn, built ber of plants. Fur those that Avow.
sipash and tomatoes.
in hush form. one plant to a hill O.
Ilse procedure is to stretch a line. all that should be grewn. Sweet COM
just as'it: 163)111d Er a seed drill. anif 4s sometimes grown three plants to
along this mark the location of the a hill, and \ ine crops the same. Thin_halo
the proper intervals. Three,- 'ling should be gradual, at first enough
Air more shmild usually. be al- i to insnre each infant plant a chance
wed between hills. and at least as to grow without interference from
-much beh.een the rows of hills.
neighbors. "Then as the plan& beScoop ota a sliallow depression and _ciinilicstablished the weakest should
-Ili% wit-1,4e soil at its bottom a titian-'Iv' et mated until only the desire,'
(it) of pLant ftml, winat nay 'lam)' inpulica rusmin.

There Is No
Other Way'.••
—

VERSATILE KNIT BLOUSE
maximum sepport of 90 per cent
Wool-supprit would he Contirstie .-t
— The low necklire, lacy
These two bills open up at. ino
pattern and soft,tight qualcommittee jurisdictional squabt.
ity of yarn make this a
which
will
probably be resdiveci
AIME On Aiken IIM
perfect blouse for summer
oho -Aikeee-long-' than-week_ •
It can be worn with an
range bill is.,a good deal. psovided
Senate sentiment is still strong
afternoon suit or a ballercertain chat
are made in it. This for passage•of a longstange bill this
ina skirt in the evening.
is what President Allan Kline told seseien. Chances for poems? ',lithe
a crowded Senate hearing:getom last House may partly Hoge on the fate
week. Since congressional leaders of the new Hope bill centialiting
have been anxiously awaiting re- conservatit Tr functions in USDA_
aetion of trading farm groupo" to Differences between this bill and
recammendaticns can the Aiken Measure might ma be
-the bill.
be expected to strongly influence ; quickly 'railed aut in -conference.
actien on. the bill.
•
the most ,irrportarit Bogota asul Farmers
'One
changes proposed by Mr.. Kline.
The Bogota Conference cia rcncerns the adjustment of food sumed Last week, fellowing term-supplies to market needs. The bill aiation of the riot which threatened
nose provides that the price support to disrupt it.
This is welcoerie
level sha-ri be, determined, within flees. nut only for its immediate
by the ratio of current sup- pey.hological effect, but also from,
plies to an adjusted averags supply the long-mange standpoint,of farmfor the- ten- preceding' years. Mr. ers in this cutuirey. Apart from is
„Kline suggested that current .sup- military and political implications,
should instead be geared to es- the Conference has 74114 .important
emoted market'requirements. This economics purpose: to helz, Limwould permit a more flexible ad- American natio eolve their dollar
justment of supply to unusual
exchange trOub, 5.- and &Alai) a
ations, such as drought and war, healthier economic relationship
'No formula 'based on historical with the U.S.
data car, EA the uncertainties of the
-Our neighbors south (if the borfuture." he remade,
' the commit- der need :arm machinery, fi
rtihaer
tee.
•
and _other agricultural comnooditiee.
SHADES OF YESTERYEAR
They are trying to catch up With
—Parisian milliner Alzan
Other Changes
-1'20;h-century methods of farming
creates sentimental nostalFar computing parity. hc
a hurry, and desperately need
gia With this boater of pink
aronded stio of a "10-year moving ITOS, help to succeed. Cooperation
organdie trimmed with pink
average. adjusted to the aver-all toward this end will benefit Leah
and blue myrosotts.
19W14 relationship the WI now sides,
pehnits isse of, either a 10-year
•
flowing averaga or tne 1909-14 base. 'Prosperity Worries
depend:ng on which results in tile
Old,. RI
prosperily is still here.
higher price,' Spice does not per- Lao year, Datum,,me
n1 ince
hit a remit detailed consideration of. tio cord level -af $203.000.000.000 an loather , suogestions. but. a few of crease of less than 14 per cent over
them weir: provision -should _be 1946. Consumers' prices rose oVer
More than $7.000.000 werl'h• of
mach foe marketing quote's when 14 per cent from the preciallarg
needed Li heap mobilize the mar-. year :
Folks abroad bourht $11,- surplus property in the Ctheinrrati
ket: eduational reeponsibilities. as- 990.000.000 worth Mame .goocis trion ‘egion is being offered in five individual sales Harry E Ritter, Resieried to Extension 'a:afeoll 'sL :poi!. we piihe
.hised from them.
It May seem strange.. but govco-n- gional Director. War A.oets AdLly include jecimical. assialiiiice
mem. .soil consary it:on dis- men' officials ate veorried over this ministration, announced tody.
to
other- agencies; the pro- situation. They fear that price --The. entire contents of • large
tricts.
Ircted . , -oArlatletirr-entrtle11411oes ma-f- runtinue bringing- high- warehouse coveritig approximotel
should be made,,, al-icily advisory. Cr riving costs for farmers-tie well 4.000 line items of both used and
Cons
...tructinn Materiel and'
agricultural- 41aXtratlite. iihuukl _hetaesonsumerss.
made or,..a gratillain;Zid,basis/froir, on the lice; 34,804000.000 Let T €11-044- equipMene- . remaining after the ,
uon
n*7truction
1
of the Wright. Aciofederal oovernment to oetnetose--artti tom. ,and expected hit.b"eavyttr"detefftseellr c
ments. President Trutnan and nautical'Company playt Lock
I log:: but;tr triarn le4se. if C;".- re.,
stasis to anact long-rang.' iegialiit4ttqjhis Council of Economic Advisors Ohio. ii offered arrottne job lot
bid
.. this. session. present price supportk tare plugging for a return of elem.. all classes of buyenOiisy seal
on 'Wed'nesday, April 28. 'This
&houai to extended another year.
liTin'
waio:W
and
werri
"New Prier Bills
s.tiaennding
-le
t:4on
rildtr-o
b/74:: Ape
riB
ee
i property is located in the Port of
It is probably no coinciden:c that opposes the- return, of controls. tie- Entry. Building. Wright Aeornauti' hly a few days after Mr. Kline lieving that other_ Vilutiens would cat Plant. Lockland. Ohio and may
ix. inspected from 9 a.m. until 4 p.
• 1 teslified - and .after another AFBF.Prove snore effective.
m. .EST1 daily eyeept Saturday
_0-official had s'ermiely recommended.'
•
ioo
tont o
potra
usebetheaktten
had
boeust of HoraceAfint,eeerlicyan-e; hnte and Sunday All bids.must be di%‘...1 SA
CC
aC
ed.2,
pttrw
eeo snuep
-oiHoeie bills appeared. provieing fen lelite .West in the .lest,lieven 'pore, ening. It occurred in the Senate.
thawing announeement of a new
exten.ton of price support* One, acetwelfog. teoa special Census 80• an amendment t , the CCC federal- 1 re:4U report. It's the biggest pr",p. bil
SenatOraWherry : "Reserving the
' chirter bill ify Rep, Wolcott. fle. ulateei trek . once covered wagon
hilick), of th;... 71.3ahlting
.
,kid cur. days. About 3200.000 people on right to object, I wonder Of the ilisin
relle -frif1111:13
Pi0V i OS for 3 farg—one
in every night, based tingeiehed -Senator irony Delaware
four-year extension of supports at on the 1940 farm population- have 1 Sen. Buck, who is a member of
presentlevels.The ether. intro left for the city in this :period. the Committee on Banking anu
Mixed ,by Chairman Hope fit.. However. cityward migration is be- Currency front which the bill was
Kan., tat the Agriculture Commit- lieved tn have slowed (hien sines. reported, can give 'us an explana•
'
tee, sopulates extension of supports the war's end. These cievelopmenta tion of the 'bill?"
urfltl Jut,' 30. 1950. It would re- indicate significant changes in patSehator Buck: "Mr. President, 1
duce cotton support to 90 per rent tern& of American agiteulture and re not familiar with the bill."
Senator Wherry: "Is there any
"of parity on motion of the antis industry
.
•
member present who can give an
old, forces', and would irt•up other
explanation? Apparently riot". ,
basic comm,xlitlei at that level. torirrrelis at Weak
If you've wondered how Celetress
E'er Shogall commodities. support
The President. Pro Tem: "Is there
would range from 60 per-ten' If) the
shes* so many bilis through its objection to_cOnakittration?"right—'
litr.liftst support in effeol- m 1948
each scasion, the f011owinli
There being ne,objecnon. the bill
However. dairy, products would get hi I exchange mat prove enlight- eivas passed..
*au,
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By EcfNiziziger

If you wont to grow up to be btg and strong you
in stay out ol wood lots!"

RUNNING DOWN A TOUGH CHARACTER
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-Exclusive Interview
- (Continued from rage 1)

27,

VIER

s

backgrOund. I - always loved a
battle" .
The mans has fighter's eyes that
curve uPwArd at the outside .corners and he as aquiline features.
His personal magnetism is inescap.
vorr For.. wraftow toe
able.
a
is
seeking
"I'm afraid we'll have to make it
Raymond
Loris
Presented with a list of eight
musical career in New York, but a noonday date," said Carey."Loris
questions,• De Gasperi read them
finds the going difficult, as does is tied up evenings with her music
carefully, wrinking his brows, and
Carey Carson, young would-be for several weeks to come."
then looked up and began answerarchitect. They become friends,
"Rather sudden. wasn't it?" said
He smiled
ing them in order.
and hear of Roland Potter, an Iris suspictously. "Does your wife's
old bachelor, who wants to help music tie you up for the evenings
quizzically at the tough ones, -but
a worthy young couple by paying too?"
he tackled them all.
them to act as caretakers on his
"No, but it happens I've got a
-The first two dealt with how
Lone Island estate. Loris and chance to make a little extra cash
long United States aid will be
Carey marry temporarily, on a doing some night work."
necesary for Italy and specifically
strictly business basis, to get the
"Then I'm Invited for a noon
lob. They are hired and Potter party?" Iris asked, after a brief
how it will be used. He replied in
introcruise,
after
on
a
leaves
silence.
.part:
ducing Iris Wrenshaw, beautiful
"Any day you say."
"I believe the four year plan
and wealthy, who takes a fancy
"Let's say Saturday. Same place
of the European Recovery Program
to Carey. Carey responds, but -same program?"
will be sufficient for Italy to reproposal
marriage
resents
a
still
"The same."
organize her economy and increase
written Loris by a former suitor.
"Good. Now that's settled, supher production in order to reach
After winning an amateur Prize pose we go inside and look at an
at a wayside night club. Carey architectural magazine I picked up
equilibrium in her trade balance.
and Loris are engaged on short the other day." Iris got up and
And all four years of the plan will
notice to sing and play nightly took Carey's hand. "It has some
certainly be necessary. I.Present
at $15 a week, forcing them to fine pictures of Norman buildings
appropriations
cover
only
15
cancel an invitation to Iris. Re- I thought you'd like to have it as a
months.)
turning late to the estate from sort of guide."
BLESSING FISHING FLEET-In a colorful procession, approximately 100 boats of the
that
be"Naturally this means
their successful debut. Loris is
"You mean you bought it for
Florida shrimp !pet pass before the Rev. Father John W. Love, pastor of the St. Augustine
figure.
A
prowling
by
a
startled
will
me?" said Carey. pleased. "You're
hind tile Marshall Plan there
Cathedral to receive the blessing of the Catholic Church. The boats are returning to the
Carey
too
keeps
heavy
storm
a
girl
in
a
million!"
be tourist traffic which we can
shrimping grounds following a month-long closed season.
busy with repairs to call Iris. so
READYING FOR ENCORE --Convinces:1,0W there'll be no
"Thanks." said Iria-rememberrevive through ERP aid and by re.
visit her and ing a man who had once spoken of
determines
to
he
champion
with
bout
return
his
outcome
of
doubt about the
our merchant marine,
Luilding
apologize for the broken date.
her as a girl with a milllen. He was
kind of guy whose brow corru- the psychologist s id. "'Handsome
Joe Louis, Jersey Joe Walcott (left) soon goes into serious
which again depends on ER?.
a man she might have married, if
gates when he worries and whose is as handsome d
conftTourist aud maritime transportatraining for the big night of June 23. Louis (right) is
CHAPTER XXV
he hadn't been so obviouslY,interWalker, standing ii front of the_
eyes crinkle when he smiles.
tion beets beeti absolutely neeesested
in
her
bank
account.
dOt that he'll kayo the challenger this time. Here's how the
\
THE next* afternoon ,when
camera waiting for a scene to start,
sary
for
the
Italian
trade
balance.
championCarey
leaned
He
exercises
all
his
wrinkles
forward
to
see
.a
for
the
the
ring
into
they
step
will
look
when
boys
A Carey drove over to Iris' picture which Iris turned to in the Hollywood (UP)-A psychologist looking worried, scared, perturbed, was rubbing his chin thoughtfully ,
The Marshall Plan and the 'Intership battle.
says that what makes Robert Wal- dismayed, aghast, ecstatic and in a familiar Walker gesture.
national Bank now consider as se- home, he found her sitting on magazine.
"Look at those wonderful win-\ker a movie star is the fact that goofy as he falls into the clutches
Rubbing against his five-o'clock
cure such tourist investments as the wide veranda.
dows!" he exclaimed.
he's just an ordinary fellow with of Venus, goddess of Love, in the shadow might give new ingrown
hotels and other equipment. The
"Hello, there," she called.
"I thought you'd like it," said
whiskers, but he didn't care. Why
at ordinaxy face.
form of Ava Gradner.
same applies to transportation.
"You're just in time for a tall, Iris.
So the crinkly wrinkles, the cor- should he?
Olga Furness says it will keep
"We already have a fair mer- cool drink."
H"E looked up. and her face was Walkers at the top long after the rugations, freckles .and wens are
chant Marine. which enables us to
"Thanks," Carey said. He took
very close to Carey's. He caught pretty beys have been forgotten.
turned on and off, on and off, like
Only one battleship is presently
benefit from the freight trade to the lovely, slender hand Iris held
his breath. Never before in all his
This indirectly out to him. "It's nice finding you life had he so wanted to kiss a girl.
"It's hies genuine sincerity, his little neon signs, throughout the assigned to the Atlantic and one
South America.
alone like this, since there is so
picture and Walker sells Robert to the Pacific Fleet, but there are
serves the Marshall Plan.
"Iris," he said, softly, his voice ability to secm ordinary, and his Walker throughly.
much to talk about."
seven large carriers in the Atlantic
helplessness
that
make
up
seeming
"The ERP will also' be vital for
husky.
"Such as broken engagements?"
"He's proof of the old saying," and five in the Pacific Fleets.
"Yes, Carey?" Iris looked deep
his charm," Miss Furness stated
our own program to revive indus- Iris smiled and shrugged.
after a day of diagnosis while
try and carry out both land re"Yes, that among other things," Into his eyes.
Swiftly he took Iris in his arms. Walker worked oh Universal-Insaid Carey. hoping he didn't look
form and land reclamation."
She lifted her lips to meet his. They
De Gasperi emphasized that the as uncomfortable as he felt."I pre- stood. clinging to each other- ternational's "One Touch of VenItalian government and parliament. sume your maid delivered my mes- shaken by the kiss, a little consage."
"Mr. 'Walker stirs the maternal
had already given a pledge of re"She did." said Iris. "Andaf was fused.
"Just why did you do that. instinct in all women,- she desponsibility to see that all money frankly disappointed."
will be *pent under the ERP to
"So was L" Carey said quickly. Carey?" Iris asked. "A passing cided, "and does not arise the ire
fancy?"
of any men. No wonder he's' boxcover the 'main aims "according "but..-"
"Heavens. no! Iris. I never would
Iris didn't let him finish. "Not so
office."
to the intention of the American
think of you as flippantly as that."
having
much
disappointed
in
not
Walker has no fear of freckles,
Congress: Besides there will be an
"I'm glad to hear that." Iris said
you keep the engagement. Carey."
wrinkles, blotches or wens. What's
American commission here to see she said. "but disappointed in you -"We ought to understand each
imperfection more or him he
for itself."
personally." She waved him to si- other thoroughly." She closed the one
figures, on a face like his?
He said increased production un- lence as he started to speak. "I like magazine and handed it to Carey
"Take it home with you."
Homelessness Pays
der ERP would be obtained by im- to feel I can count on the person
"And you aren't annoyed?"
He knows he's not pretty, but
porting raw materials such as coal I'm making Plans with•"
slipped
course
not."
Iris
"No,
of
Carey felt like a small boy being
he also knows that his failings are
and • gasoline, by improving obso- reprimanded by his teacher.
her hand under his arm. "Shall I
his fortune. It pays him to be the
Place?"
show
you
around
my
lete equipment, especially in heavy
"It was something I couldn't
industry, and by spending for land help," he said lamely. "Loris and I
grounds.t
spent an hour wandering
treaty limits us to an army of
ieclamation and irrigation to speed had an obligation to meet, and we
ournd the beautiful
were called upon at the last .nth25,000 and also fixes the number
land reform.
discussing houses and gardens.
Ohm your treasured furs cleaned. (lased, repaired and stored,
Dc Gaspesi smiled broadly
"You really planned it all your- of tanks and planes."
at
"Yes, i know, but what of our self?" Carey asked.
Save one dollar es eIssudius while In Marais, WMOM
On the question whether. Rusthe third question, whether the
Planar Iris asked."I thought sureinsurance against fire, theft, and moth damatet
"Most of it," Iris told him
sian agreement would be essenCommunist threat will continue or
ly you'd telephone me yesterday." -When my father, died I tried to
Also winter woolens, suits, coats, blankets, rugs, chair corers,
tial for treaty revision. De Gasoisappear before
DERRY CANDIDATE-Royal Blood, son of Coldstream, from
'
the next elec"I intended to. but the storm did carry out things as I knew he would
drapes, etc.
tion scheduled five years hence.
peri himself asked a question.
a lot of damage around Potters- like them."
the Man o' War mare, Spotted Beauty, the highest-priced
"How can you change a treaty
'Prophecy?'.' he said with a place. and I had to get busy and do
colt ever sold at.auction, has a big following which likes his
"I should like to have known
some
has been signed by four
which
Downs
sharp
Churchill
at
rising
be
run
to
him
Derby,
"
said
Carey.
Kentucky
inflection. "That's
chances in the
"Why couldn't you hire it done?"
powers without the consent of one
"He was a wonderful man. but
dangerous."
on May 1. Jockey Doug Dodson Is uu.
"I suppose I could have done so." I'm afraid he spoiled me dreadof these powers?"
PHONE 234
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
But after emphasizing the size Carey admitted. "although every
fully. We were very fond of each
That question-he did got 'ansof the Communist front vote and carpenter electrician and general
comto
be
and
I
seem
always
other.
The Navy today is a three-ditow-punching chores.
wer.
the thoroughness of its party or- repair man WM in demand. Besides. paring other men with him."
fighting
force Nvith ganisation,
Thirty-seven years before the mensional
Iris looked into Carey's face.
De Gasperi - again I am quite capable of doing physical work myself, you know.'
"Sometimes I think you come nearPilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock. trained men and specially develop- launched into his own projected
Iris looked at him. She, too, er being like Father than any other
reform
peogram,
weapons
capaequipment
and
with
its
Marshall smiled. She could adore this hand- man Tee met."
a white man named Antonio Espejo ed
found silver ore in what is now ble of waging war equally well Plan props, as the main answer to some young man if she let herself
"That's i pretty nice thing to
go. Why was it that all the men say. I appreciate it," Carey said
Arisono, marking the first mineral on, above or below the surface continuing Communist strength.
worth
becoming
interested
in
were
"There must be a government
quietly. as they walked to his car.
ery in the territory.
of the sea_
ready to confront social problems married?
"Saturday around noon." Carey
"You mean you repaired all the said. 'Cabana -swinitning-hot-unemployment of workers in the damage yourself?" she asked.
dogs. Don't forget!"
north and hired farm hands in the
"Only the roof." said Carey. "If
PEANUT, JOHN and ARTHER
shan't" Iris said. "I'm looking
south. The answer is development necessary. ru be able to pitch in forward to it."
of industry in the north and land and help build those cottages we've
It wasn't until Carey was nearly
reform in the south. These two been talking about. Plan them. and home that he remembered that Iris
up hammer and nails and had said nothing more about Loris
then
pick
problems the Marshall Plan should
has the latest equipment for Reboring Blocks, Reconditioning
Put them together."
coming with him for cocktails. Evihelp solve.
Motors. Refacing and Reseating Valves; also Honing Bushhigs
"Speaking of the cottages." said
Loris was out of the picture,
"The workers must see in the Iris. "the lawyer seems to be hav- dently
Tractors.
All,
for
Cars.
Trucks
or
Pistons,
Rods
or
anything
for
so far as Iris was concerned....
government policy' of social re- ing a terrible time trying to clear
Precision Fitted.
form that every effort is being the way for that land out near
(To be continued)
handed Carey
made toward social justice and Jones Beach." She
his drink, and sank back in a low (The characters in this serial are
the best distribution of property. chair with her own. -Do I get infictitious)
Copirtibt. 1941 55 Arcadia Rouse. Loa,
We Appreciate Your Business
'Let us hope the Comitunist vited attain for the weenie roast?'
Party Is going to decline. We
know' that in many small towns
the Communist party polled fewer
votes than they had inscribed
party members. Some party members voted against the Communists."
Asked about Italy's continuing
population pressure, De Gasperi
:A Rolm at.Gssurd ikkikntsaid the immigration program to
South America is being held to a
limited scale because of lack of
The growing number of Pontiac owners who
sea transportation. Then he rewill use nothing but authdrizeci Pontiac service
vealed for the first time:
is based on a simple fact: They get the best service
"We will present to parliament
and it costs them no more!
for this reason a project for reOur prices on all operations are strictly ,c,cfmconstruction of our merchant mapetitive -and in many instances, less. That's
rine."
because our mechaoics —trained by factory exOf treaty revision. De Gasperi
said:
perts and using specially selected tools—can do
"I cannot reply exactly on this
your work faster and maintain highest standards.
point because the problem must
You benefit by our experience when it comes
be resolved by the new parliament.
BEHIND THE ICE PLANT
Co tracing trouble. We don't have to guess—beBut I must point out that Italy
cause we know. And we do only the work called
lives withhi the. limitation of the
for—which keeps costs to the minimum.
treaty antrIt Ti absurd to think
she is equal to other European
Every day owners who tried other service are
powers. Her colonial problem must
coming to us. They like the treatment they ye
be solved.
getting. And so will you.
"Her armaments are limited.
And today while one asks that
-Italy follow an active policy in
Europe' we are asked at the same
time to send billions blowing up
PACTORY-INGUREItED PARTS
p1
fortifications in ow: frontiers: We
61111 IT
are also asked to dtstroy our ships:
always fit
FactorvEngineered- Parts
always de.
Pontiac
The U.S. and Britain- renounced
perform right-are same rigid
-always
right
their quota of Italian ships, but
FEEDING TIME-Only a lamb would shy away from a feedmade to the equipment.
pendable. They are
original Pontiac
we must dismantle them. The 35,ing offered by pretty Owenneth Geiger of Cheyenne, Wyo
specifications as
mechanics
familiar part to our
000 ton battleships Italia and Vih
The fair shepherdess Is helping tend the "wool crop" that
Each part is a
last and welt.
Toe
men
to
toroi Veneto at this moment are
enabling them
has been successful despite an unusually cold winter.
being dismantled at La Spezia.
Ills Swift Mew* Pam- Tye ST. tag kw rol Nal
ERASE AN ERROR AND IT DOES NOT SHOW
"I want you to tell the American
Moshe that Italy is in a very con- treaty prevent us from doing the thought present day Italy should
100 Sheet 4 to the Box
tradictory situation. On the one
very thing we are called on to have, De Gasperi replied only:
hand there is a live desire far
"We believe the Italian army
Italy - to conduct an 'ective policy
in Europe alongside other powers.
Questioned at . some lengths as must be small, but with modern 206 East Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Other limitations imposed by the to what size and hype of army he equipment. Here again the peace

HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP
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COLD

tirStomqe
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BOONE CLEANERS

*"
PROTECT
YOUR

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR

ONTILIC

WIT!! PONTIAC &SERVICE

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

1I

THE WHITEST WASH IN TOWN

•

Self Washingette—brvice

the best

-Quality Alone Can Stand The Test .
of Time'
PHONE 1171

TYPEWRITER PAPER
Millers Falls EZERASE

Main Street Motor Sales
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Persdnal Paragraphs

(JO News - Activities Locals
Weddlitits

Women's Page
JO WILLIAMS,Editor — PHONE S74-M

Married To Ray Waggoner Sub-Teen-Age Group
At Colorful Candlelight Ceremony In Mayfield Of Woodmen Circle
. _
MAYFIELD. Ka- a Aprn 26 .
, flowers at the ear, and rose veiling Elects Officers
candlelight
Miss Nancy Wyatt

4

illuminated the Tiot
Soft
tar of the First Methodist Church
Sunday afternoon for the leedding
of Miss Nancy Waller Wyatt. only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Paul
- Wyatt. and Ray Nelson Waggoner.
of Murray. son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Waggonera The ceremony was
read by Rev. Roy D Williams. the
pastor:. at ham a'clack, before
friends and relatavas of the couple.
Massed Br...nary formed background for tte wedding party, and
twin floor baskets of white gladtell and whiteasnapdragona flinked
the altar. Arrangements of narcissus were also at the .altar, surrounding the wroughtlion candelabra in which the white tapers
burned.
BeA
acu
s the guests p
ara;e5an
ent
eci.
l seJ
ves..
erw
ai.

selections, .including - Always"
(Berlina 'My Heart at Thy Sweet
Voice". Saire-Saensia "The sweetest Story •Ever Told" (Stultiti, rnd
he is accompanied. Mrs K. P. Byrn.
„ Jr.. who sang "Because" (d'Harda
kiti. and "I Love Thee' .Greigia
During the ceremony. Mr Beadles
played "Beautiful Dreamer' iFlitter), and 'the traditional wedding
marches were used.
Escorted to the altar by her father who gave her in marriage, the
bride was a picture of beauty in
her white crepe ankle-length dress
and matching hat The bodica of the
drew- featured _a. aitaelaa,rtaup neelso
line with cap sleeves and was fitted to an intricately draped skirt.
The drape covered the hips to form
a soft bustle-effect over the skirt.
Her profile hat of crepe was adorn. eta- ttaith S'large white 'rose and
white veiling fell from tha brim
to shoulder length.,The,bridal bouquet was s cascade of white rases
and valley lilies. 'Pearls, ,belonging
aaa
to the bruiegtoom's Mother. were
T.,
-Worn as the 'Bide's only ornament.
and she carried_a lace ,handkerchief.
Which is an. heirloom in the family
of Mra. C. A. Byrn. Sr.
• The bradegrooma sister. Miss
Mary
Lou
Wagoner of Murray.
,
i
was attendant to the bride.- and
wore a dress of rase crepe faskaoned'along Imes smuiar to the bride's
dress: Her wide-brimmed hat,. of
repe held clusters of

f

as stones in the ring, under which
stood a minature bride and groom.
Crystal candlesticks held
white I
candles, furthering the white and
silver color scheme. Arrangemetits
of white flowers were throughout
the house.
The hostesses were assisted in
serving by Mrs. Gus C. Covington, Jr. arid Mrs. Milton Eckles.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. P441
Wyatt, Miss Wyatt. Mr. Waggoner,
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Waggoner, Miss
Mary Lou Waggoner. Prentice Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McCuiston, Miss Nancy McCuistan.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Furchillo
Jim Thimpson. and Bill Ross. all
of Murray: Mrs. K. P. Byrne. Jr.
Jesse Beadles. Rev. and Mrs. Ray
D. Williams. Mr. .and Mrs. C. S.
Waller, Miss Olive Waller. Mr.
and Mrs. 0. K. Bennett, Mr. and
Mrs. James Green, of Hickman.
Mrs 0. A. Wyatt. Mrs. J. G. Puryear, Frank Waller and Oren Barton.

Mr., Mrs. McGavern
Entertain With
Bridge Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph and
Mr. and Mrs. Van Valentine have
returned from Detroit, Mich., where
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Phillips and Mrs. Maude Moore,
Mrs. Lucy With who acconipanied
them on- the trip - will remain in
Detroit for awhile. She will enter
the Ford hospital for a week's
check up.
••
Homer E. Pentecost, forMarly of
Thursday, April 2a
Murray. who has been with a TenThe Zeta Department of the Mur- nessee electrical concern fur sevray Woman's Club will observe its eral years, is confined in a Memannual dinner meeting at 6:30 at phis hospital lor treatment and his
the club house.
condition is reported to be serious.
He is the son-in-taw of Mr, and
Mrs. G. D. Johnson. that city.

Social Calendar

tied in a Low under the chin. She
Mn and Mrs. Clair McGavern encarried a colonial, bouquet of pink. The Sub-Teen Age Juniors of the
tertained with four tables of bridge
roses and aiolets.
Woodmen Circle met in the W.O.W.
at their home on' Farmer Avenue
Bill Rods. of Murray. set ved as ,Hall on April 24 with 13 niembers
Saturday evening at eight o'clock.
best man, and ushers were Jim resent. Officers for this newlyMrs. McGavern was assisted by
Thompson and Vic Furcillo. AS, of formed organiaztion were appointed
Miss Charlotte Durkee in serving
as follows:
Murray.
delicious refreshments to her guest,
President, Anita Roland: Past
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
Those present were Dr. and Mrs.
Wyatt chose a spring print in bla:k President. Norma Jean Curd: ViceMax Carman. Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
and white crepe. worn with black President, Norma Faye Ragsdale:
Howton. Mr. and Mrs. A la, 'Yanaccessories and a corsage of white Secretary, Joyce MeCage: Attendcey, Mr and Mrs. Gowan. Mr. and April 27, Tuesday—S.A.I. Americarnations. Mrs. Waggoner, the ant. Jo Ellis: Assistant Attendant,
can music program, recital hall,
Mrs. Jim Moore, Mrs. Dick Stillbridegroom's mother, wore a .dress Nellie Jo Jackson: Color Bearer,
8:15.
man,
Mrs.
Richard
Farrell,
Miss
of rose crepe with a flower hat of Linda Lawson; Banner Bearer,
Challotte Durkee, Mr. Joseph Golz, April 30, Friday—Junior-3 en i or
harmonizing colors, and she also Margaret Ruth Atkins; Chaplain.
prom. fine arts lounge. 8:30.
and the hosts.
Joanna Wilmurth: Captain, Leah
wore a white carnation coraage.
The prize for high went to Mr. May 1, Saturday—Spring carnival,
The bridegroom's sister. Mrs. Dell Hopkins; Inner Guard, Virhealth building.
Yancey and Mr. and Mrs. Gowan
Ralph McCuiston. of Murray, wore ginia Carol Hodges:. Outer Guard
May 3, Tuesday—Senior recital,
received the prizes for low.
a brown anise dress with a brown Gayriell Outlind, . •
Frances Ray. piano. and War•••
picture hat, and the bride's materNellie Jo Jackson. a member. and
ren Barrett, trumpet, 8:15 p.m.
nal grandmother. Mrs. Charles S. her brother. James Ralph Jackson.
May 5, Wednesday —Scholarship
Waller, payee a navy blue outfit. a Junior visitor, became the first
day, with President Raymond
while her paternal grandmother, members of he Woodmen Circle
F. McLain of 'Transylvania colMrs.,0. A. Wyatt. wore a navy blue Golden Welfare club, by making
lege. speaking ichapeli. .
dress with matching hat.
their contribution to the Woceln
'
May 6, Thursday—Play, "The Man
-ien
The,couple left immediately after Circle Home for Aged Members
On Thursday the Pottertown
Who Came To Dinner," 8:15
the ceremony for a short wedding and Orphan Children in Sherman,
Homemakers hold their regular
trip through Kenaucky. Mrs. Wag- Texas.
monthly meeting with Mrs. Walter May 7, Friday—Play. '"The Man
goner traveled in a suit of beige
Hutchenrwith 15 members and four
Most of Ito ofternoon was anent
Who Came To Dinner." 8:15
gabardine With cocoa accessories. in an intensive practice on the Flag
visitors ptesent, also one new Memp.m.; Training school "Talent
Her beige hat had cocoa ribbon Drill, after which the members enNight".
The Hazel PTA. is sponsoring an ber, Mrs. Orabell Sowell,
tams. and a corsage of sweetheart joyed refreshing sandwiches, alumni banquet at Hazel school,
Included with the meeting was a May 8, Saturday—College play day,
rose; and lilies of the valley was at cookies and fruit juice.
sponsored by Women's Athletic
Saturday night, May 8, at 8:00 P.M. Better Bruah party to raise money
...
her shoulder.
Association, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
Alumni together with their families for the club treasury. Each memThe brade until last year made
pm. iii the health building.
and friends are cordially invited to.I her
. brought one article for an
her home in Tampa. Florida. with
non sale. Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale
attend.
her parents, who now make their
was auctioneer.
Reservations can be sent to the
-home on West Walnut street_ She
The club donated $10 to the canHazel High School and Must be In cer drive.
gr.adtiattiti..4/1-4947 from Platt. High
by May 41. 'Plates are .73c.
School and since September has atThe next meeting will Le with
•••
aLaYFIELD. Kentucky. April 26.
tended Murray State College.
Mrs. R. L. Cooper third Thursday
—Mrs.
Frank
Waller
Mr. Waggoner" following three
and Mrs.
in May.
Murray State students will coteBarton.
South . Seventh
years service with the U. S. Navy Oren
'brate Saturday, May 22, with an
Street,
invited members of the
during World War IT. entered Murall-campus
picnic at Kentucky
ray State College. and next fall will wedding .party and other guests
Ikae, Juanita Junes, chairman of
enteraciental school. For the preso to their home Saturday night for
the picnic committee, announced
ent he and his bride wait `make -a wedding party: following the retoday.
Mr, and Mrs Glindel Reavesentheir home in Murray. where he hearshai of the wedding of Miss
The picnic will begin in the early
tertained with a fish fry at the picwill continue his studies.
Nancy Waller Wyatt and Ray N. nic greunds at GlIbertsville, near
The Teen-Age Juniors of the afternoon at the Nash boat docks
Waggoner. of Murray_
Kentucky Dam. Sunday afternoon Forest. Woodmen Circle, Murray, and, in addition to a weiner gnat.
-MIá Witt chose 'for be trous- honoring the following from Win- met in the
home of Miss Carolyn swimmidgo Notting, boating, - ball
DEMOCRATS ON TOP
seau for the affair a model of terhaven. Fla :sMr. and Mrs. Bill Carroway on April 17. Miss Mary games, recorded music for dancTULSA. Okla. ilaPi—The Demo- green faille which she wore with George, Chester Melvin, Miss Mary Miller Ellis, past president, presid- ing, and novelty acts will be procrats came out on top of the GOP a white carnation corsage, a gift Wadsworth, and Misses Roble ed over the opening and initiation vide&
in a "battleaq symbols" when the of the hosteses.
Dantzsler, and aJnie Dagger
ceremonies. The eleven members
The serving table, was draped
Democrat
headquarters
Others present were Charles present congratulated Miss Dorothy
hoisted
The first book in ten years to
their rooster emblem over the with .a cutwork cloth. held 'as its Moon. Bill Garrott, Mrs Eula Nor- Faye Bushart on her birthday and deal exclusively with the subject
commercial sign used by a local central appointment a silver wed- man. Calvin Morris, Glen Gravitt, welcomed a visitor, Miss Robbie of wind waves, their origin,
charaluggage fu-no The luggage sign de- ding ring which was on a mirror- Mr. and Mrs Dick Giles, Mr, and Morgan
After a very brief busi- cteristics and effeets, has been pubpleted an elephant for the ''Ele- ed Plague surrounded by o:
ran
aciziMrs. Reaves and Mr and Mrs. Mar- ness session, the group enjoyed hot lished by the U. S. Navy's Hydro__ as
phant 'trunk -Co!'
--blossoms. Gardenias were
tin -Moon 'Fulton.
dogs and coca colas.
graphic Office

College
Calendar

Auction Held
By Pottertown
Homemakers Club

Hazel P.T.A. To
Hold Alumni
Banquet May 8

W6dding Party And
Guests Entertained
Saturday Evening

Murray Students
Plan Lake Picnic

Mr. and Mrs. Reaves
Entertain Sunday
With Fish Fry

WITH A BENDIX AUTOMATIC
NOME LAUNDRY
wrr.p., a • di add ...ap ICt,
diz does the res. Benda: %ashes . .
. . damp dry...
rinses three
shuts itself off'

6 •

. Perdue. Mr. and Mrs. Pat
F. lat!
Hackett, end Joe Pat, were Sunday
guests of 0. F. Perdue and family,
Paducah.
••
Harold Gilbert and Frank Belote attended a business meeting in
Evansville yesterday. • •

Jack Belote and Wells Purdom
• .•
returned Saturday night from a
Messrs.,Robert and Dan Banks. business trip to Chicago,
• •
if Atlanta-, Git., are vacationing in
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Williams
Murray with their cousin. Miss
Kathleen Patterson, North Fourth and son Bill were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
street.
Williams,
••
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ferrara .and
Milburn Dunn and Mr Gupton of
little son, Carl Jr.. of Norris Carty,
Detroit. Mich., spent the weekend
were in the city Sunday. Mrs.
Louis, Mo.
Lamar Farley. mother of Mrs. Fer- in Murray and St.
••
rara, had spent a Week with them.
and accompanied them to Murray. ,Mn, and Mrs Ray Ross and Sandra were shopping in Paducah and
Mayfield Saturday
Grallt.Wita-his filmily
of Los Angeles, Calif.; and Mrs
Marshall.. Walker, Santa
Myrtis
Monica, Calif., all former Murray
residents, arrived by motor, today.
for a two Weeks' visit in the city.
Mrs. Walker is the guest of her
HEATING
STOKERS •
sister, Mrs. Annie Wear, who has
SHEET METAL
an apartment in the Kathleen Patterson home, North FoUrth street.
GUTTERING
••
Mrs. B. F. Saherffius, Mrs, W. D.
SKY LIGHTS
Brown, Mrs. Jack
Belisle, Mrs.
Charlie Coawford, Mrs E. D. LudOIL BURNERS
wick, Mns F. D. Mellen and Rev.
COOLING
S. c. McKee attended the Presbyterial in Fredonia last Friday. Mrs.
Crawford was elected secretary of
661
membership,
••
675 Maple Street
Mr .and Mrs. Ben GhoLson and
daughter Martha of Fulton apent
Murray
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs Troy
Glidewell. North Fourth street.

-Mr 'Perry
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WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times

IS OFFERED YOU BY RILEY'S ON THE

SAVE.

Deluxe Model Bendix Home Laundry

a•CLOTHES...HOT WATER
SOAP...LIFTING...wITH
4 FAMOUS BENDIX FEATURES
See : amazing advantages of gender
Tumble -Action washing. the WaterSayer Cylinder. Tripl• Rinsing-6w •
cleaner wash.the Elanket-Lisvol Porthole

NOW.

FORMERLY

•BEING DEMONS.TRATED
aaull-tibt a eanplete amain' with no
one working 3t 11.11! No willed 'rater. 110
or fill.
Alsv ndam. Notubs to ernpt

.95

$269

NOW

$219 95'

GI

Yes! You Can Now Enjoy The Best In Home Laundries At a Small Cost. Riley's Offers You
This Beatuiful Laundry Unit That Will Prove So Efficient To You. Come In And See For Your.\
self, This Amazng Washing Machine. .
•

BENDIX
Home Laundry
a

Bobby Wade was in Memphis foi
the week-end.

A $50.00 Reduction

.WORKLESS WASHDAY

_

•.•
Teen-Age Juniors
Of The Forest Meet
With Miss Carraway

Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Goodwin of
Detroit art visiting Mrs. Lola Jones
and Miss Frankie Holland, and
other relatives in the city and county. Mrs. Goodwin io the former
Miss Mary aHolland Jackson of
Murray.
••

I'

Atomatic

This is our contribution in the nation wide battle against inflation. We are making this reduction for
— a limited period in order to help cut the high cost of living.

DOES ALL
THE WORK!

i Come In Today!

The Bench: washer,tlutbe+ super lean
- !Mat" three times- -ehanges its own
water - damp dm', crothes. cleans itself --pipet' itself off'. See it for yourself the easiest Washday on earth!
The only automatic eari.ier that's been a.'
perfwinints i/wwe washday miracles for
nine ...fink year." There's no gwarti,,n
about the 13endiz. 4t's been proced
in
Come in for a Demonstration Now! ,

Get Your Bendix Now and Enjoy the Easiest Washday You've Had In Many a Day.

Rileyn
. utniture & Appliance Company

4
Carl E. Lockhart, Phone 448

••

East Side Square

W.C. Williams, Phone 587

‘.
$5.
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{REPAIR

• MIME

Mrs. Ihi•
Sund,i:.
i family.

and Save Money

ink ReDeting in
ROUGH LUMBER-Poplar, oak
All lengths, uniform widths, thickness. Accurately sawn-John A.
FIELD SEED--Let us supply your Nance, Nance Bros., New Concord.
Ml2c
needs. We carry complete stocks
of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated PIANOS-New Starr spinet
$485.00
Corn, Clovers, -Grasses, Sudan,
Used_pianos $13500 and up.
Soya Beans and Peas. We have Free delivery anywhere - Harry
one of the most complete lines of Edwards. 808 South 5th
Street, PaGarden and Vegetable Seed of ducah, Ky.
M12c
any store in West Kentucky-Ross
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel. FOR SALE-One 8-ft. single tractor disc; two 12-inch tractor plows.
101. We delisrer.
James McCallon, Route 2, MurA29p
•
FOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth ray.
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. TreatFOR SALE-New Perfection table
ed to resist Corn Bore and
top_ stove. All white. Good conEar Worm. Special numbers adapdition. Telephone 147, Mrs. Hoted, for Kentucky up-land and botmer Williams, 315 North Fifth
tom soiLs. Both Yellow and White.
Street.
A28c
No other hybrids excell in proWe stock alrneeded num- FOR SALE- Four chairs, wicker
bers. Funk & Sons. Handled by suite, one table. Suitable for cabo the following merchants: L. F. ins. 1.12 North 14th St.
Phone
Thurmond, Murray; John Grogan, 326-R.
A28c
Shill); Ralph McDaniel, Dexter;
Rhea & Wright, Wiswell; Young- FOR SALE-Allis - Chalmers B
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto model tractor. Good shape and
Farris. Pottertown; L. L. Housden, tulle. equipped. See Martin Young.
Penny; Ray Lassiter, Hazel. M5c Stella. Ky.
Mlp

For Sale

Purdon
from

Williams
y dinnci
lames C.

rupton of
weekend
lo.
Ind Sanacah and

IAM
1KERS

et

auction.

FOR SALE - Registered Cocker
Puppies, 7 months old-one blonde
male, one red female - Haren
West, Murray. Ky., 715 Elm. Map

6.50-600
First Grade Tires
$16.00
er,c. In, imic-d
•
6.00-16 Tires

FOR SALE-1941 Ford truck, 1 1-2
ton: New tires, good mechanical
condition. See Seiburn White at
Gulf Refining Co. Phone 368. 'A29p
FOR SALE-Pair purebred cats
from Siam, beautiful and smart.
$15.00 each =
- - Mrs. Branch Hibbs.
Hampton, Ky.
ABle

12Months Unconditional
Guarantee

BEAUTIFUL HANDMADE BABY
CLOTHES. .All wool. Hand crocheted. $4.00 and up-Mrs. Mary
Carr. Phone 948-W-1.
M3c

$14.00
•
Use 1),ir
C Monthly Payment
Plan
for

FOR SALE at a. bargain-Good 9year-old saddle mare with Texas
saddle and bridle. Also rlibber tire
buggy and harness. See George
Hart.
A29p

Shopwork, Tires,
Repairs
•

FOR SALE-Hamilton piano. • Call
509-3--Mrs. Curtis COpeland, 1407
Olive Blvd.
. A29p

N STREET
MOTOR SALES
a !Mien
J. 0. Watson

ILA estimated the 3,000 rattle
In Madison county will be treated
for gruti'With high-pressure spray
outfit bought by the Farm Bureau.

RECEIPT BOOKS
4 to Page - In Duplicate
•
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LE1ZGER & TIMES
1
-

Clean Cars!!!
We Now Have The Nicest Lot of Cars
That We've Ever Had
Come down to our newly decorated lot and see
some REAL CLEAN CARS. We'll sell 'em with a
GUARANTEE. You've got to be satisfied.

•

(tAsSIIIER

1947 CHEVROLET Fleetline with all
- - the-extras.
1946 FORD Super Deluxe, with radio
and heater. Extra clean:
--4941 CHEVROLET-Club. Cou-iie:a.twotone green radio and heater, -extra
'7
nice.
1941 FORD Super_ Deluxe Club Coupe,
with extras, clean.
1941 FORD 2-door, low mileage, with 5
origitial tires, radio and heater.
19417 FORD. Convertible with extras,
.clean and looks nice.
1941 CHEVROLET, black, Special Club
coupe. A good car and clean.
1939 CHEVROLET 2;cloor, radio, heafer, spotlight, clean0
193t.FORD 2-door Deluxe. A real car
with new motor blc0c.
,1.937 CHEVROLET,4-door. Good transportation.
1931 FORD 4-door. Nice car with good
tires.
1936 CHEVROLET Pickup.
"EVERY DEAL A

SQUARE DEAL"

Billington-Jones
Motor Company

Services Offered

HOUSE WIRING, Appliance repair,
any electrical Wbrk-Bourland 'Electric Shop in new Riley Furniture Store. Phone 587.
MlOc

DON'T FORGE1 our Auto Auction'
Sale every Saturnia), beginning at
10:30, rain or chine. $2.00 if they
don't sell $10.00 if they do sell
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
KY.

BEST BY TEST-That's why
business has grown so much.
for yourself--Dixie Cleaners,
768, Thomas Crider, owner.

our
Try COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW
Tel. FANS, authorized dealer. HouseM8c hold and commercial refrigeration
Sales and service. Phone 1087.
100 N. 4th St. .West Kcntucky
ROWLAND Refrigeration Service
Wylie
All makes. Money back guaran- Electric Co.
tee. 12 years experience. Phone BALDWIN Pianob. Chocse your
9934.
M5c piano as the artists do. FEEZLE

FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
Wool Insulation Co. Room 105,
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
Mac
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant.
tf

Piano 'Sales, 323 S. 7th,
MAYFIELD. Phone 1266.
western Kentucky's largest
ive Piano Distributor.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
4C1I066

Ma Walt

pilltal

South Pleasant Grove

25-Poll,.
30-To fig alone
31-Cloth measure
32-10 greaten
33 -Preneh capital
34-U 14 concern
316--to scold
37 Clergyman
39 - Large
40-Wager
41- Lord used in
penclf
44 11aw.lian dill
45 In 1,9,11
46-Large tub
47 -eoueb
48 -More •neferit
49 Period of time

1-To fondie
4-Put behind Gars
9 -Able
12 -thee rout 1
13-To come to term.
14-Open opoet
IS-Pert lc dinner
11 -Forermad
Carol.
19 -Droops of cows
20 Ger met ricsi ratio
22-ctrere of light
23 --Burnes, greeting
34-To sins softly
29-TO rocluda
216-01rii• niekname

14 .5

04)Wai

6

i

a
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Street,
SouthexclusMay6c
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1-lionn drifts
3-flver
3-Acro8s the ocean
4-Making cadence
5-Nimble
11-Iriforo •oseetheart
10 1
7-L4mprer
8-Prerlx down
-(hinfIrmatory
10 -fiastns no feet
11 -Wines
14.-Sound
17 -Babylonian god
19-Poor actor
20 -Dessert
21 -Shaped ikke egg
22 -Center of wheel
34-To pomp
26-landed
27-Garden flower
- 11.1dins part of
wheel
10 - Wife or Abraham
32 --Scion
33 -Tiny frog
35-Digit
36-Courageous
37-Lids
36-Wild as
39-Alumbus
• 41 -Jellylike material
42-Black liquid
42-0reek letter
43-Beholdl

V 33
A
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Dunn and
•7 36
Cletus Carroll and mother. Mr. and
i
Mrs. Eurie Wilkerson and family
7._
and James Lamb were Sunday
‘41 143
\V /4
guests.of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Limb
Z
and family.
49
Mrs. Fannie Osbron remains ill
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Avery
de
Ftc
Hargrove
Mrs. Hallett Waters and Jimmy
11.111.6.• lac
and Mr. and Mrs. Freed Tucker an
family spent Sunday with Mrs. At.
gie Tidvfell
din.
guests- of Mrs. Mattie Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Lamb • Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
and Lois.
and son and Attie an
Carlene Dale were dinner
Mrs. Eva Hill spent Sunday with
guests last WedLamb were Saturday night visitors nesday of Mr and Mis.
Fred Kirk- Mr. and Mrs. Don Hill. Afternoon
of Mr and Mrs. Earl Lamb arid fam- land and family.
callers were Mr. and Mrs Jesse
ily
Young of Mayfield and Marshall
Mrs. Allen Page remains ill.
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Seaman were
Mrs. Maegaret Riley was a caller-- ruqua ant _Eng Hue:GYM-Cr
STRAWBERRY PICKERS-Sunday afternoon callers of Mrs.
one afternoon the past week of Mn. ray.
one who is interested. contact uer. Nannie Pullen and Tom.
S
bed Key. 1312 West Main Street.
Sunday morning callers in the and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell.
- More than 1.000 nurses are needMurray. Ky. Transportation will home of Mr. and Mrs, Earl Lamb
Fred Broach who teaches school ed as
officers in the regular Navy
were Mr. and Mrs. at Bn.ikport, Ill.. spent the week- Nurse Corps.
be furnished.
M8p and family
At the present time,
Noble Wilkerson.•arid fainily. John end with.home folks.
the Corps is 1.470 short of the autYoung, Dewey' Bazzell and Dan,
Mrs. Either Smith was a. Sunday horized comfilement of 3,428. In
Mrs. A, L. Bazzell. Those spending guest_ of Mrs, Ethel Stone. Mrs. addition, 7.000 nurses are sought
the day* were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hassie Cloys and Bun and Harvey
for the' Reserve Navy Nurse
CONCRETE MIXERS for RENT- A. Lamb Und son and Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Corps.
J.
T.
Tidwell.
Late Sunday afternoon callers of
Two sizes-Genrin Concrete Pro'Mrs.
Andy Carter and daughter "Mr
Mrs. AL Biz61i were
ducts. Phone 324.
141c
y-onc hundred poun'ds cit
returned to the 'home of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter and Ky. 31 fescue
have been distributed
Mrs. Earl Lamb and are doing fine. sons knil Mr. and Mrs. Lester Kel- among 45 farmers in Calloway
. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter and ler and daughter and Mr. and yrs. county foe spring seeding.
Sons were Sunday visitors of Mr. William Carter and Mr. and Mrs.
Nine out of e%ery 10 farmers in
an/Mr... Jennings,Turner and fam- Lyman Dixon and Dale.
Monroe county are planting disease
NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- ily and were afternoon
callers „id
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Marine of resistant K'y. 16 and Ky. 41A varitucky Statutes'. Sections 25.195 and
Mrs. Walton Jones. of Har- Murray _were Sunday afternoon eties of tobacco.
25.200: Notice is hereby given that Mr. and
a report of Odell Newsome. Delbert
Fay Newsome, Elbert Ray NewNANCY
Whatta Mei.12 !
some, minors, settlement of accoonts was bn April 26. 1948. filed
by Rue' E. Stalls, guardian. and that
the same has been approved by the
OK, NANCY ---YER
Calloway County Court and ordered
AUNT FRITZI WAS
filed to 11M over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any excepCALLIN' YA
tion thereto will do so on or before
May 24, 1948. or be forever barred,
Witness my hand this 28th day of
April. 1948. By Lester Nanny County Court Clerk. Calloway County,
Kentucky.
TM 11-p
LOOK-All kinds of mattresses rebuilt like new. Cotton mattresses
made into innersprings. New cotton. innerspring and box springs.
Free pick-up and delivery. All
work gaaranteed-- Starr Mattress
Co., Phone 1339, Paris, Tennessee.
M3p
DESTROY TERMITES. Free inspection. All work guaranteed.
Reasonable
References
prices.
furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
Box 471, Mayfield. Ky.
M24p

Wanted

For Rent

By hitt'Sara Smotherinan
Twelve members of the Society
of Christian Service from Pleasant
Grove attended the annual conference representing the societies of
Christian Service of the Memphis
Conferente at 'Fulton Wednesday.
Those attending were Mrs. Obera
Miller, Mrs. Viola McReynolds.
Mrs. Ellis Paschall, Mrs. Mavis McCammish, Mrs. Mildred Guthrie,
Mrs. Bee Guthrie, Mrs. Ruth Hill,
Mrs. Calie Cooper. Mrs. Marelie
Trei.se. Mrs. Ellen Orr, Mrs. Muriel- Brandon. MTS. Coreen Farris.
Mr. and .Mrs. Holmes Ellis and
son of near Lexington and Frank
Ellis of Washington, D. C., were recent visitors with their mother and
sister Mrs. Hattie "Ellis, Mr. and
Mrs. Stark Erwin and family. On
Sunday they were joined by Mr.
and Mrs. Herman EMS, Murray in
a reunion.
Holmes and Frank Ellis attended
Sunday morning servitri.s at Pleasant Grove where they had the
pleasure of meeting Many relatives
'and friends.
_
There 'was no prkiching here
Sunday week. Mr. Page, father of
our pastor. Rev. Cecil Page. died
at Detroit week before lail after a
week's illness.
The body was
brought te the parsonage of Bro.
and Mrs. Page at Hazel where nut
only many of this vicinity but
many from Mason Chapel, the town
of Hazel. the cities of Mayfield and
ducah and other places called at
the home to extend sympathy lir
help otherwise for which the bereaved were grateful. Burial ser-

-

ARE BACK
in Two Sizes'

NCYTICE--In. accordance with Kentucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that.
a report of Henry I. Neely, deceased.' settlement of accounts was on
April 28. 1948. filed by Sam Boyd
Neely. Exr., and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Arty person
desiring to file'any exceptain thereto wjt1 do so on or before May 24.
19487 ot be forever barred Witness
my hand this 26th day of April.
1948. By Lester Nanny, County,
Court Clerk. Calloway County.
Kentucky.
TM 11-p
NOTICE-Mr. Think Davis will be
in Murray each Wednesday at
Barnett dr Kerley, 'next to the
Bank of. Murray. to buy, sell and
trade new and used sewing machines. Mr. Davis can repair all
makes of machines, convert treadle models to electric, and can
furnish'attachments for any make
nnacbilie. Phone 135 for appointment.
lid4c

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Flying ants may be termites
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today!

-

By Ernie Bushmiller

By Raeburn Van Buren

WELL- FIRST THE 'OLD MAN"
FRIENDS INTERESTED
GOT OUR

THE "OLD
MAN' DROVE
IT. BUT HE

Boy

IN MAKING EASY MONEY-AND THEN WE GOT INTO IT.-- WE THOUGHT IT

ACCOMPLICES-OR SO.siETHING--

vm•

LI'L ABNER

NE.

Come into My Parlor

DON'T

WORRY YORE THICK
LI'L. HAID, DAISY MAE!,
Grr A HUSBIN
ONE WHO MAKES A STEADY
LIVIN; BUT WHO \vON'T NEVAH
BE. HOME T'
CLUTTER UP
TI-I' HOUSE/7

vim

By Al Capp
•

NO,THANKS
stWIT
SIGNIN' UP FOR NO FORTY
YEARS T'KEEP NQ
LIG)-4THOuSE IN TI-I' MIDDLE
0' NO OCEA_
YOU NEED FOR THAT JOB __
IS A FIRST-CLAIM PIORON-FF

ANYONE WHO'D
AGREE TO
TAKE THIS
'ci0B-\AiQULD
AC
7REE
ANY TH I NG ..

•

author:red Reneesentsfige of
Ohio Valley Term.nis Corp.

As AtIvarthood ks"The Pose

TELEPHONE 178
-ammimseaste

12Z
"

-•..,4,rimaameaaammasisilamiaamimansa,.

o-weer"-mower

WHERE CAN I
FIND THE
'OLD MAN'?

CLAIMED WE
- WERE ALL

WAS ALL KINOA DANGEROUS-AND
ADVENTUROUS - - -AT
FIRST---

WE'LL

LEDGER & TIMES

Getting Down to Brass Tacks

ABBIE as' SLATS

Alaska is one-filth the size of
the United States-590,884 square
miles. There are 26.000 miles of
coastline and about 1,000 islands in
the territory.

LETTER BOXES

Notices

NOTICE-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Noma Moffitt, incompetent. settlement of accounts was on
April 26. 1948, filed by Wells Overbey, committee, and that the same
has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on or before May 24.'48
or be forever barred. Witness my
hand this 26th day of April. 1948.
By Lester Nanny, Counk Court
Clerk. Calloway Conn*: Kentucky.
TM 11-p

vices were held last Monday afternoon in Carlisle County, Ky. Besides one marrie4 sister Bros Page's
mother is left With seven children
presto' at the funeral services)
in their Michigan home from four
years to 20. The deceased served
in the Fifth Division druring World
War I and was a member of the
Methodist Church.
On the wall in the Woman's Rest
Room at Murray there is a gospel
Motto, which the matron, Mrs.
Cleve James, had framed, which
should be an inspiration to many:
-Prayer changes things."
Mrs. Thelma Miller of Hazel
visited her parents. Mr. and' Mrs.
Ruby McPherson, Wednesd..y.
The writer had the pleasure last
week of a former neighbor, Mrs.
Sis Arinsironv, spending the day
with me. Other dinner guests were
Mrs. Epple• - Hill Jones and Mrs.
Nancy Petty,
Farmers are making good use of
their time breaking land and other
farm work.
•

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

Incorporated
211 MAIN STREET
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'Tennessee Woman

S-tart Onion•Crop Early
with-Either SJ or Sets

s New Theory
or Cancer Cause

•••.0

KNOXVILLE, Ten.. April 27
oUlea—Human . cancer could be
caused by a substance similar to
that which produces growths on
the cat mint in the front yard, a
Lin i versify of Tennessee woman
Botanist theorized today.
Dr. 'Shirley H. Taylor. 27, of
Roanoke. Vu.. said her two-year experiments were concerned chiefly
with what the chemical effect the
egg of the so called "gall wasp"
has on the cat mint, a small, hitherto useless plant of the mint family.
She has reason to suspect, she
said, that a chemical contained in
the wasp larva is similar. to substances which cause uncontrolled
growth of cells in the human body.
The chemical thus far has not been
identified.
In humans .cancer is the runway
growth of cells which eventually
endanger vital organs, causine
pressure on them or cutting off the
blood supply. Galls on plants usually are harmless because, unlike
the human body, plants have a
simpler body organization.
One clue that she might be on the
right track. Dr. Taylor said, is that
the overproduction of new cells in
both human and plant life has the
same characteristics-the presence of
a .particular acid in abundance just
before the cells divide.
This acid a protein-like substance called ribose nucleic, was found
"terrific" amounts in the wasp larvae, She said the larvae produced
an unusually "violent'response" in
the cat mine whereas most insect
eggs have little reaction on plant
cells.
Until now, the botanist believed,
no use has been made of plant galls in cancer research. She chose cat
mint because of its cumparitively
continuous, rapid growth end its
vigor, although galls can form on
hundreds and thousands of ordin-

,plants he said.
Another difference between the
research she began as a student at
the - University Of Virginia hi 1945
and most other- research into cancer's cause is this: She started with I
a growth to find the cause; many
others start with a substance to determine the growth caused.
Dr. Taylor said herlexperiments
had reached a stage where-it seemed necessary only to break down
the wasp's egg into chemical parts,.
After that, she believed it might be
possible to match her findings
against those of cancer researchers
who have been able to produce
a skin cancer with chemicals from
coal.
She cited the discovery that
chimney sweeps in England tend
toward a greater incidence of skin
cancer, presumably because of their
close contact with partially burned
carbon compounds.

'Walking Baby"
Takes First Stroll
At Five Days

a.

a.

Mature °Diens Can ha C.rowe fgoas_Sets iri_ Three Months.
Onions in the home garden may he Plants are also gown in the mutt
grown from either seeds or seta.; and .shipped north to be planted in
Seeds should be sown as soon as the gar& es.
They sheincl-be fresh and greer •
ground has been prepared. and it will
take all summer to produce mature %len you plant them, and shi•uld not
onions.
be set out for'a week or Pao dee
Sets. ahith are dwarfed onions sour garden soil has beenepreparer
grown last year, will produce green space them four inches apart in the
- (miens in three weeks_ and. mature row.
Green Onions may be grown- from
onions in three months, so in most
fairly thickly, cover half
Sow
seeds.
for
upon
relied
are
sets
home gardens
an inch. and thin out the.young plants
the early mi,,n crop.
From 15 to 30 pounds of mature early. If .% oU are growing for green
onions c-an he grown from one pound orTirins. space them an :nch apart. As
itl they attain a usable size. they can be
l.
l
of onion sets. depending on thefi
. used. and plants niay be kit standim.
and care. and also on the size
a
ts four inches apart to mature.
sets. Fir mature onions small
When the union tops crow limr
are hest,' and they should be planted
and fall over.'it is a sign that ths•
not 1110re than an inch deep.
Ti grow green onions, select the bulbs are mature. They need net le..
larger sets, amid plant them •twrie-or celled at once. but uht.n they- at,
three inc ties deep. The terse sets harvested they should be dried several
brow faster, and some of them will days in the sunand stored in a well
develop seed stalks, which is not itentilated place.
favorable iwitheernewthoeflarer ise8lse4 A rid% -stet i.. reetaired to vow
ns from seed. A isilan,
Some -gardeners Ow seed of Spanish ' lane eni,
and Bermuda onions in fLits indoors, plant food should be applied at ttaand set the plants in the garden as rate of a pint hi25 feet of row, besoon as they get as large at a pental. fore planting.

MAKING IT LOOK EAST—Air Force mechanics work on the
rear end of a J35 turbo engine stripped down from a P-84
Thunderjet at Dow Field, Maine, where the U. S. 1st Air
Force unveiled its first all jet-propelled fighter wing. The
planes are fully equipped for all fighter operations.

4

Data collected for the Secretary
of Defense reveals that 87.4 per
cent of Army officers holding rank
of major or above who were dis0 •
charged since 1940, are receiving
disability pensions, whereas only
83.4 per cent of Naval officers of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. -April 27 (UPI a comparable rank retired during
—The five horse, apparently ready the same period, are claiming disto face Calurnet Farms • terrific ability.
team of Citation and Coaltown• in
the Kentucky Derby may learn toThe' Navy destroyer USS James
how much of a task they are C. Owens recently visited 15 ports
i
day
,
in five countries and cruised 15,Both of the Calumet colts were 785 miles in four months.
entered in the $10,000 added Derby
trial at Chore hill Downs.
Citation, out of action since his
Chesapeake Stakes victory at Havre De Graceenere than a week ago,
411/
definitely could use the pre-Derby
warmup and was a certain starter.
VARSITY THEATRE
Stablemate Coaltown, however,
broke a track record in winning the "The Senator Was Indiscreet."
Keenetand 1 Hr. 21 Min.)
Bluegrass Stakes at
Thursday, and appears about
Feature Starts: 1:26-3:18-5:10-7:02one horse could be. Trainer. Ben 8:35,
Jones may decide to hold him out
CARD OF THANKS
We take this method of trying to
Two other Derby entries were
expected to go along. W. L. Brann's express our thanks and grateful apEscadrtl also stood in'need ot a Der- preciation to our neighbors, friends.
by tightener, and today'r race and relatives for their kindness and
shaped up as the best opportunity sympathy in the burial of our dear
to get it. Galedo also was at, entry. one, Billy Ray Atkins. Especially
My Request, probably the most do we thank Bro. C. W. Lawrence,
serious challenger jo the Calumet Bro, M. M. Hampton, Mr. and Mrs.
entry, has not arrived from New Vester Orr, who did the singing,
York. The either -two Derby prob- the donors of the beautiful flowables----Grandpere and Billings— ers. the American Legion and the
will sit this one out.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Mrs. Ruby- Atkins and
Pamela
The Naval Reserve Officer's
-Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Atkins
Training Corps has 52 unitsin col„Ors. Jessie Easeley
leges throughout the country,

Citation May
Run In Pre-Derby
Warmup Today

Hartford. Conn.. April 27. it_Tpi
The "Walking Baby" of Lewiston. Me., who took his first stroll
at the age of five days. has advanced mental and musclar coerdinahon, but otherwiS*-- tt normal, an
examining doctor raid today.
Robert M. Kolreg, who now is
five weeks old, was examined by
Dr. John Cartland. Jr.. son of the
Lewistown physician who delivered the infant. Cartland said he
was amazed at the "advanced coordination of the baby although he
is otherwise normal in every respect.- The Doctor added that the
baby's mental and musclar coordination are more advanced than
when he took his first steps.
'After the examination, the child
was taken to visit relatives in
Bridgeport where an aunt. ,Miss
Wilda Levasseur. welcomed him
-because so many people wanted
to see him
mother, Mrs
21-year-old
His
I.ucienne Kolreg, recently was
sion proof idea" is his pet.
"It's like a telescope." he said. prohibited' by a Lewiston judge
-Business is good—then we open from exploiting the chiltiehrepttbu i
up full On duller nights we re- lic exhibitions.
tract a few sections. It's hard to
READ THE CLASS!FIEDST
lose that way."
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Doctors Consider
First Addition To
Hippocratic Oath

NEW YORK .teprile=. Physicians representing 12 couns
tries met here today to consider ,the
first arneniment in more. than 2.000 years in the Hippocratic Oath.
The new amendment. will pledge
all physicians not to participate
in criminal experiments with human beings as was done by mume
German donors in World War II.
The oath- has been handed down
from Hippocrates, "Father ot Medicine- wt lived about 500 H. C.
The group meeting here es composed of 14 members of the council
Assecietion which was inauscaraied in
Paris Iasi year The American n,.!.
teat. A sancrattarrete 'parttelp.vang
The Hippocratic oath result, • Girlie-Girlie
from the writings and teachmgs •
Hippocrates and his fellow Ore, k
who founded the ,art of medium..
The oath reads, in pert:
NEW YORK 41:F1—The man
"I will give no deadry drug to
my. though it' be waited of TV.- ,- 1014- who will entertain many of the
%Tin. I council such, and especially delegates to the Democratic conI will not aid a woman to procare
. ventions in Philadelphia is against
abortion. Whateoever -house)enter, too much fivulity.
He si.yr that in this hour of nathere wiUl go for the benefte of the
sick. refraining frem all wrong do- l:one' emergency he plans to keep
ing or corruptieti. and especially everybody's' mind on the job of
from the :et of seduction, of male picking a presieent.
-1 could fill the town w,ith beauor female of bond or free Whapitioever things I see- or heat tori&rn- tiful chorus and showgirls not to
•
life of men. in my adend- mention dancers with or without
.tngethe
once. on the sick or evat apart veils." said pleasant little Frank
therefrom, which ought net to be Palumbo. He is the -inventor of
nailed abroad. I will keep silence the -depression proor night club.
thereon. counting such'thines to be- The Click. He made ii„ click.
Could have had the pick (4 the
- 'es sacred secrets."
The f.111 owing oath M'expected nation's lovelies." he ceintinued.
to be approved and be given„in ad- "But I figger this isn't the time
dition to the Hippocratic' oath:
• for looking It's the time for act"My fiat duty. above all other -Mee -So I. got plans all laid mit
duties written orinwritten shall be for entertainment that will never
to care to the bt of my ability clash with the serious business be•
for any per;on whoeis entriated or fore conventions" Sinatra' Is Answer
entrusts himself to-Ke: to respect
his moral liberty, to resist any it:And what is Palumbo's solution!
In two. words Frank Sinatree •
treatment that Tilly be inflicted on
him, and in This coribeciloti refute - "Yes.",he said -sereausly." Franmy consent to any authonty that k le is one of My big reliance's

•

Only the Kit
and FRAZER have it!
-COMPACI WLDGIE" — Kathy O'Neal displays Use new
"Compact Wedgie" with built-in compartment to hold compact, lipstick, cigarettes, matches and other articles that
normally are found In a woman's handbag. Catch-all compartments are in both shoes, im.ented by Kathy's husband.
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Stuff
At .Conventions Gets Brush-Off

11111

let mist•matter of minutos to

•,

•Pat MOM

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
Phone

104 Maple Street
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Truline Steering is another Kaiser-Frazer
exclusive. There's only one way to discover
the new pleasure and ease it brings to motoring. Drive a Kaiser or a Frazer — today!

or
'

•-• -

•

• dean UNIVERSAL Custom-.
' Built Remov-A-Slat• Venetian Blinds. A twist of
the Wrist and they slide
out, replacement just as easy.
Custom-built to fit your windows, with exclusive cotter •
selections obtainable no places,
else; available in flexalum,
bonderized and galvanized
steel, or wood. Let us call and
demenstrateoperationinyour
own home iihout obligation
... prompt delivery.

againi
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Drive all day — cross-country or through
traffic. No tension, no fatigue, you just breeze
along. With Truline Steering you enjoy every
minute of your drive — with new confidence
born of, the new ideas in K-F engineering.

_

4

Brit

Steering
with Triple Control! A new kind of steering —
steady, yet sensitive to your slightest touch.
Straight! Steady! Swift! Sure! Truline

INTERNATIONAL "QUEENS"—These three -queena"—MIss
Holland, WM Greece and Miss Russia (left to right)—headed
I a:3.de of their fellOw nationals in New York os behalf of
0 American Overseas Aid-United Nations AppeNI for Ch11-r The youngsters are (left to right) Erny Van Braam,
18. Anastasia Vogionie. 8; and Vera Kounevsky,11.
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requires me to ill-treat him.
--Whether my patiell See my
dreend or my enemyeven in time
of .wSkr or in internal disturbances,
and 'Whatever Mal beehis opinions,
hh race, his party.' hia social class.
his .country. or kis rerigion.,_
treatzhent and--rny respect 141*
human dignity shall be . i.ineffected
by, such factors."
A ipiSkesman said by adopting
the new oath, the association hopes
to prevent medical crimes int the
event of another war Some German
wear accused of using
human beings for experiments. permitting mass killings and deLberate
starvation.
-Ceuntries represented at the
meeting here included: The United
France
Czechoslovakia.
States.
GreateBritian: Switzerland. Sweden, Cuba Austria. China. India
and Spain. -Their - nreetnejp--ielit
continue (sir four days.
- -----
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He's got the soothing kind of-voice from Philadelphia to pick -up more
that won't jangle the nerves of a entertainers and, coincidentally, to
delegate after a hard day on the see how his psychological warfare
Frankie will against New York night clubs Is
convention floor
keep them calm and reasonable— going Smack in the Broadway
which is what, the nation needs white light district is his style
"If You Warms Have fun Come to
today." Palumbo seid he slise had Xavier
Cugat rourdcd up
"I'm putting one up onl'iceatfirPhi
"Cugat is playing ball with us ly in London and on the Rue de la
will give out with his less vio- i Paix in Paris." he said. "Philalent tempos. Nice medium rhumbas delphia figures in plenty of'Laud.and things. I wouldn't want a dis- I ville jokes like Flatbush „and
located sacroiliac to be blamed on !Brooklyn. but we can prove ear
me One vote either way may , night life is better than any of
them now.
mean a lot"
• • Boosts Phieadeplhia
.
Palumbo owns a string of clubs
Palumbo dropped into New York and reeturants but his "depres
..
.•.----,
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Ashcraft Motors
south Fifth St. Murray, Ky.
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